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Topic Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

Chemical mix Baptism gives you a new character like adding to a solution gives Baptism Acts 1:5, 8; John 3:3, 5
a new formula.

Chemical reaction Balance use of talents in the church produces  unity as balanced Church Unity 1Cor. 12:11; Acts 10:34
use of chemicals produces the desired reactions.

Molecules God is three in one as molecules are atoms that are chemically Trinity Matthew 28:19
bonded

Law of chemical Law of chemical combination &  the 10 commandments have Law of God Genesis 2:17
combination never changed and consistent results always happen.

Periodic   table Like the table and elements - the Remnant church is product The Remnant Church Revelation 12:17
of many years of organizing, classifying and defining the
characteristic  of God’s people.

Enzymes As everyone has specific  function - we are like enzymes.  We Unselfish Matthew 28:19-20
have a duty to do for God - to share/preach gospel.

Rates of reaction If a substance is added to a system at equilibrium - minimize Adaptability Hebrews 1:11
& equilibrium the change.  For attitudes to others can cause change for good

or bad.

Oxygen As oxygen keeps a flame alive - same way the Holy Spirit  lets Holy Spirit Acts 19:2
our lights shine for Jesus.

Scientific As alchemist kept secret - due to competition, communication - Communication Proverbs 25:11
method in our spiritual life - we must share with others that they may

have  saving grace.

Titration As accuracy is important in titration - so we need to study the Excellence Proverbs 12:26
Word of God accurately - error can come off in preparation
for heaven.

Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below:
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